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Russia-Ukraine War 2022: Why Is There a War Between Russia and Ukraine?

The backdrop of intense informational warfare makes it extremely difficult to discern the

real reasons behind the war between Russia and Ukraine. It is safe to say that even those who are

directly involved in this conflict would be unable to recognize the real reasons behind its start.

The official statement from the Russian president Vladimir Putin cites the rising influences of

nationalistic organizations as well as alleged discrimination against the Russian-speaking

populace of Ukraine. While it’s clear these are just excuses for armed aggression, it’s as good of

a place to start as any to uncover the real reasons for this tragedy.

Russia-Ukraine War: How Did It Start?

While many are limiting the scope of their analysis to the active phase of the Russian invasion of

2022, it’s important to go as far back as 2014 when the Ukrainian people forced the change in

their pro-Russian government through the events of the Revolution of Dignity. Then the Russian

military decided to make their move and occupy Ukrainian territories of the Crimean peninsula

(Fisher par. 16).

Initially, the soldiers wore no identifying clothing or insignia, and Russia denied any

involvement. Vladimir Putin, afraid of losing influence in Ukraine and fearful of closer

economic and military ties between Ukraine and the West, used the false pretext of protecting

Russian-speaking people in Ukraine as an excuse to invade (David par. 13).
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Over the next few months, Russia established complete control over Crimea with little to

no resistance. After that, Putin's government officially recognized Crimea as part of Russia

despite the protests of the UN and the International Community (Fisher par. 14). Russia then

focused its efforts on the regions of Donetsk and Luhansk in Eastern Ukraine, staging and

financing an armed revolt against the local Ukrainian administration.

Despite worldwide condemnation, Russia continued to supply and support the breakaway

regions, fueling a slow-burning but violent conflict that has been going on for almost eight years.

The Minsk agreements, seeking to end the war in East Ukraine, were installed to provide a

period of peace (Fisher par. 25). Eventually, it was seen as both an attempt to bring some stability

into the war-torn region and as a means to put political pressure on the Ukrainian government, by

demanding concessions that would compromise its territorial integrity. Either way, the shaky

peace has not lasted.
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When Did the Russian Invasion of Ukraine Start in 2022?

War and constant reports of fighting in the East have become normal in Ukraine. Despite that,

most people believed that an all-out Russian invasion would never happen. In early February

2022, American and European intelligence revealed that Russia was massing troops along its

border with Ukraine ("Conflict In Ukraine" par. 2). NATO and other western powers accused

Putin of escalating tensions and possibly planning an invasion, a claim that was outright denied.

The people of Ukraine woke up on the 24th of February to the news that the Russian

military had invaded in the middle of the night. A de-facto declaration of war was dubbed "a

special military operation" by the Russian government. Among the stated goals of this military

aggression were the "denazification" and "de-Ukrainisation" (Kirby, "Why Has Russia Invaded

Ukraine" par. 9). The question of "Did Ukraine used to be a part of Russia?" wasn’t used in

official sources. Yet Russian-controlled media is happy to use every opportunity to squeeze it in.
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Which Cities in Ukraine Suffered the Most?

Two months of Russian occupation have devastated people, lives, and cities. Their military

strikes have spanned the entire country reaching all the way to one of Ukraine's westernmost

cities, Lviv. Russian forces have left a wake of destruction, including civilian casualties, mass

graves, rape, torture, and other war crimes everywhere they have gone.

Cities with tactical advantages have been targeted by the Russian invasion but Ukrainian

resistance is strong. Kharkiv, Ukraine's second-largest city and a center for trade, education, and

art, is located just 32km from the Russian border and was one of the first targets for the invaders.

Kyiv, the beautiful capital city of Ukraine, successfully turned back enemy forces but only after

seeing massive casualties sustained by the neighboring towns of Irpen and Bucha. Mariupol is

still under the control of Russian forces, and the situation is quickly becoming a humanitarian

crisis. Mariupol is located in the east, where Russia is now refocusing its efforts after failing in

the rest of the country. Mariupol, as a port town, has vital strategic importance (Kirby, "Donbas"

par. 4). Reports of Russian atrocities in the city include over 20,000 civilian casualties and the

denial of refugee corridors.

Ukrainian Refugees: How Did the Life of Ukrainian People Change When the War Began?

Not only is their country being invaded and destroyed, but over a quarter of Ukraine's 44 million

population has been displaced, leaving behind homes, treasured possessions, and family

members. Over six million Ukrainians, mostly from the East, have fled their cities to find refuge

in the west of the country with whatever they can carry.

Migration on this scale would have been a horrendous humanitarian disaster if not for the

swift help of the people and governments of neighboring countries. Many of Ukraine’s western
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partners have done a lot to accommodate the influx of refugees and provide them with decent

living conditions until they are able to return to their homes. The diplomatic effort of the

Ukrainian president has played a major role in this.

According to The Operational Data Portal, European countries took in 5.56 million

refugees ("Ukraine Refugee Situation").

● Poland has welcomed over 3 million Ukrainians into the country.

● Romania has taken in 825,840 people displaced by war.

● Approximately half a million people have entered Russia because of family ties.

● Half a million Ukrainians have found refuge in Hungary.

● The Republic of Moldova now houses 447,600 Ukrainians.

● Slovakia has accepted 379,450 Ukrainians so far.

Furthermore, the EU has passed a bill to allow Ukrainians to live and work within their

territories for three years, and many governments have opened community shelters and other

programs for Ukrainian refugees.

Russo-Ukrainian War: Statistics

It is difficult to put a number on the human pain, loss, and suffering, but the raw statistics for the

War in Ukraine are indeed appalling. According to The OHCHR, 2,729 civilians have died in the

last two months (among them 201 children) and 3,111 civilians were injured ("Ukraine: Civilian

Casualty Update" pars. 2-3). Although, the OHCHR admits the real number is probably much

higher.

Other data claims that

● 15000 Ukrainians have been reported missing in the last two months;

● 11 million Ukrainians are displaced, with 5 million becoming international refugees;
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● reports vary, but over 100 billion dollars of property damage has occurred;

● over five hundred billion dollars of economic damage was done;

● more than 50 historical sites have been damaged ("War With Russia: More Than 15,000

People Already Missing In Ukraine").

How Does Ukraine's President Volodymyr Zelensky Act?

Ukraine's President Volodymyr Zelensky has impressed his own people, citizens around the

world, and government leaders with his bravery and impassioned appeals for assistance. He has

defied Putin, reached out to allies, and called out government leaders and countries slow to

criticize Russia, all the while staying in Kyiv with his people. His diplomatic efforts as well as

his refusal to leave Kyiv, have had a tremendous effect on the people of Ukraine. He wasn’t

awfully popular during peacetime but has risen to his station during this time of crisis, doing

everything to help out his country has inspired Ukrainians. This has meant that today, even his
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opponents are rallying behind him. Whether this will last after the war is over is yet to be seen,

but for now, he remains the hero Ukrainians need.

Ukraine Now: Did Ukraine Take Down the Russian Ship?

The Russian warship Moskva, the flagship of Russia's Black Sea Fleet, was hit and sunk by

Ukrainian forces using Neptune missiles. Russia claims that the ship sank because of an accident,

but this is an attempt to deny Ukraine this victory (Schreck par. 6). Although it’s a largely

symbolic event, its significance can’t be overstated. It is a humiliating defeat for the Russian

military as well as a great example of the Russian disinformation machine at work. Current

Ukraine news highlights both of these points. There are multiple angles to this event that could

be approached from. This makes it a prime candidate for an essay thesis or topic.

Conclusion

The implications of this conflict are colossal. The geopolitical consequences of a failed invasion

will set Russia back in terms of its influence in the region. Economic damage to both sides will

have devastating effects on a global scale. Some of them can be felt even now, with inflation and

goods deficits rising across the globe. The damage to Russian political standing in the global

arena has been all but apocalyptic. It will be decades before they are able to recover even a

fraction of their ties with western powers. Countries that share their borders with the aggressor

are suddenly very concerned with their security and the alliance has multiple new members

waiting in line to join the umbrella of collective protection.
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